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Turkish cast on with dpns

Turkish cast-on is a great method for creating seamless, even toe-up socks. It is also useful for making hoods, wallets, toys, gloves, and gloves without seams or gaps. With this step-by-step tutorial, you'll be on your way to making smooth, beautiful pieces in no time! To get started, you will need a skein of yarn and two circular needles of
the same size. I used Wool-Ease® in Heather Green Forest and us size 9 needles. The length of the circulars is not important for the sake of learning, but shorter is easier to manage, so both mine were 16 inches. My needles are made of different materials to make them easier to distinguish here, but that's not necessary. If you are taking
a very different meter with different types of needles, it would be better to use two of the same kind so your clothing is still. Keep the needles parallel, with the points to the right. Needle A will be on top, and needle B is at the bottom, as pictured. Make a slipknot and place it on needle B. You will wrap the thread around the back of both
needles, and down over the forehead. You will do this half as many times as many stitches as you need. In this case, to get 20 total stitches, I wrapped the thread 10 times. Then pull the B needle so that the stitches are in the cable section of the needle, letting the edges stick. You'll be working the stitches on needle A first. Make sure the
working thread is brought up from behind, tied across the needle A. Turn the work so needle B is on top, then drag the stitches onto the left edge of needle B. At the same time, pull the needle A until the stitches are on the wire and let it hang. Drag the slipknot from needle B. Tied along needle B. Continue to work this way, sliding the
needles at every turn of the work. After several rounds, you should start to see the shape of the piece pop up. That would be the finger of a sock, the tip of a nemitan, or the bottom of a bag. Turkish cast-on can also work back and forth to make hoods for sweaters. To do this, you'll start as before, but instead of working in the round, when
you get to the end of needle B, you'll turn and chirp if you chirp back. This creates the perfect seamless hood shape, closed at the back and open at the front. While this casting method may seem complicated at first glance, it's actually quite easy once you get its hang of it. If you prefer not to use two circulars for your entire project, you
can switch to different needles, such as DPN or a single circular for magic loop, after you have the shape specified. That's it, that's it! Go along and create beautiful seamless garments. The Turkish cast on is a great technique for avoiding most of the traditional seams. This video knitting tutorial shows how to knit a Turkish cast for,
especially for rounded doll accessories. Learn how to knit a Turkish cast with double point needles from it inst ... more part I Start by throwing for the required number of stitches, onto one of the double point needles. Divide these stitches between three needles by slipping 1/3 of the stitches (starting with the first stitch you throw up) onto
each of the other two needles. Make sure the stithc ... more Have you ever wanted to knit with double pointy needles? Don't scare them anymore! Follow along in this great how to video, and you'll be on your way in no time! Learn how to knit with double pointed needles: We start with forty stitches. Be sure that stotc ... more streaks on
double needles is quite simple. Here's what to do: Throw in as many stitches as you need on just one of the needles. Be sure to throw in an even number of stitches. Start streaks for an even number of stitches. It can be K2, P2, or any combination stotc ... more This video shows you how to throw up double pointed needles (dpns, join,
and start knitting in the round. Knitting in double pointed needles (abbr: DPN or DP) is scary for most knits. that said, there will be times when you want to, or need to use them, so you may well learn now. You will need to use DP needles for small projects when there are very few stitches for ... more Many knits have a problem when
knitting on double pointy needles. They take the stairs (or holes) when they change the needles. There's an easy way to eliminate these stairs. Follow these steps and your problems will be gone. He throws in double pointy needles and knit as usual. A... more Connecting off to double pointy needles is the same as connecting off to a
straight needle. The difference is that you have to be very careful as you work on each needle. Here's how to bind off to double pointy needles. FROM the first stitch. FROM the second stitch. C... more If you're a knitting beginner who wants to challenge yourself with an impressive looking task, then you've hit the right how-to video. While
there are many different ways you can knit a hat, the method presented in this tutorial is one of the simplest. You just differ t... most knitted balls can be used for all kinds of works. The obvious is a Christmas ornament, but knitted balls can also be the basis for knitting toys or snowmen. And of course, they can be used simply as bullets
that make a wonderful gift for a baby. They can all be one color, stripe ... more This video knitting tutorial shows how to attach an I-Cord onto another knitted piece. by getting stitches along the edge to which the I-cable is to be connected. Break the thread, and throw 3 stitches onto a double-point needle. Slide these stitches onto the front
end of the t... more This video knitting tutorial shows making a 3-stitch I-cable, so throws in 3 stitches. Use 2 double-indication needles to make a cable I. After casting, instead of activating the work, drag it down the first stitch that will knit is at the opposite end of the stitch ... more Knitting an I Cord seems like a mystery, but it's pretty
simple. There are many uses for an I CORD. Some ways to use an I Cord include using them for handles on a wallet or bag. An i cable can also be used for ties to hats or can be used as a decorative add-on to embellish ... most socks can be one of the most lamest gifts you could get someone, especially a kid... or a friend or a friend. But
there's an exception... homemade knitted socks. Make these extremely simple, handmade socks for everyone in your family. You will need * Two size 8 knitting needle ... more Swatching for work in the round is necessary because people often have different tensions between the way a knit and a chirp work. This method of working a flat
sample from the front wastes less thread and is cleaner than leaving a long loop across the back of each row. Watch th ... more This is a simple design, designed to produce a well-fitting glove. Both the right and left gloves worked the same up to the configuration on the top of the glove. A small adjustment to make one right and one left,
then work the same. The gusset for thumb disadvantages ... most I like to use a series meter since it saves me the problem of counting lines when raising, reducing, or working a cable pattern. All I have is a small needle mounted counter that is difficult to track when it is not mounted on a knitting needle. When knitting in circular or ... more
Once you've learned how to make streaks on double-pointed needles, you need to learn how to bind off to double pointy needles. It's very easy. Just follow these steps. We knit the first 2 stitches into the first needle. Insert left needle at the front of the st... more In this video, we learn how to knit double patterns. First, make a grid so that
you have an even number of stitches all the way around your pattern. After that, pour two colors onto the needle, making sure they stay in order. Cast in a total of twenty stitches, which will be just... more Stay tuned for this knitting video tutorial on inserting a heel for a knitted sock. This is a very large-scale knitted sock. It's going to be a
Christmas sock. Knitting is finished in addition to the introduction of the heel. The knitting technique proven to be exactl ... more In this tutorial, we learn how to Cables. You will need to place the stitch markers where you are going to start your design for the cable and finish it. Now, take a double pointy needle and make sure it's not bigger
than the needle you knit with. Work thr your pattern... more There are two basic stitches in knitting. One is Knit Stitch. The other is the Kelainion. All knitting designs are based on these stitches, so you'll want to know how to do both. The knit side of your work is generally called or right side, while the ... more There will be times when you
will want to knit a edging onto your work. Here's how to do it. It is better to use a smaller needle for edging than the one you used for the project. Go to each stitch on the edge with your needle. Put the stitches on your needle as you pick TH... more Stay tuned for this knitting video tutorial for Kitchener Stitch. The graft with the kitchen
stitch requires a little concentration. You want to do this when you know you won't be interrupted. With the stitches to be grafted into two parallel, double pointy knitting n ... more Stay tuned for this knitting demo video. This three needle bind by technique produces a very neat, flexible shoulder seam - and, no sewing required. Start by
moving the shoulder needles from their stitch holders to appropriately sized needles. I like to use doub ... more Watch this knitting video tutorial to learn how to make a knitting temporary cast-on. A temporary cast-on is usually working on a contrasting waste yarn so the cast-on stitches can be easily removed later. The live stitches are
then recovered so that you can knit under your ... more This video knitting tutorial shows how to attach an I-cable along the right front of a sweater and then work buttonholes on the I-cable. When you come to each pointer: (1) Remove the pointer and leave the i-cord stitches on the right needle. (2) Pass the next 2 stitches fro ... more
There are different kinds of knitting needles to choose from for different projects. You will find wooden, plastic or aluminum in different lengths and shapes. There are straight, circular or double sharp. Different materials For the most part knitting needles are made of ... more Sometimes you just don't know how many stitches to throw for a
scarf, so here's the perfect solution. Just throw in a few stitches and raise until you have the width you want for your scarf. Tips I used stitch garter on my scarf so it wouldn't roll on the sides. Yo... more Once you've learned to Cast On, you need to learn the Knit Stitch. Once you learn Knit Stitch, you'll be able to start a project! Insert your
needles. To get started, hold the thread and needle with the stitches in your left hand. The empty needle is inside you... more Using double pointy needles is the most common way of knitting small diameter objects in the round. This video shows you everything you need to know to do small diameter circular knitting. Make small diameter
circular knitting. Click to watch this video on knittinghelp.com If you've ever worn gloves, you know that doing some work with them can be quite a hassle. Not only are you not able to catch things right, but sometimes it makes it difficult to press buttons or text message on a phone. So in this next tutorial, you will learn how t ... more This
video video how to make your own knitting needles. These are made of wood. Double pointy needles, if you get frustrated with aluminum needles slipping out of your work these wooden ones would solve that problem. Straight needles? most people prefer aluminum ... more This video knitting tutorial shows a technique for placing a
pocket that is the same as the one used to insert a heel. Following pattern directions, knit some of the stitches with waste threads to highlight the top of the pocket. Carefully remove the waste threads and p ... more At some point, when you make a hat and after you've made your deductions for the crown, you'll get to the end of your hat
design and you'll just say end of the hat. Here's what to do. Finally your hat will probably have 6 to 10 stitches left on the needle. Press all ... more OMG I'm so excited! I made a completely original video loom!!! YouTube me - Please subscribe! This stitch is usually only done on needles and I have never seen it on loom... So far, so good.
Yay! The side stitch is a classic stitch that displays 1 or more knitted stitches together betw... more Iknitwitthatfur teaches viewers how to knit perfect garter eyelets. Choose the worst, double-tied (DK) or athletic weight thread. A mixture of cotton or wool without fancy textures is the easiest to work with for this design. Use slightly larger
needles to show off the design's open wor... more knitting with the wrong needles is like playing football with a bowling ball–you end up frustrated and frustrated. You will need * The pattern for the project you plan to knit Step 1. Check the instructions Check the instructions for the pattern you have selected. It may require ... more There
are so many different ways to throw in knitting. I have my favorite. It's the way I learned when I started knitting. My way is called TWO NEEDLES CAST ON. I like this method 2 needle because you don't have to guess how much you need to measure a length of yar... More... More
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